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ABSTRACT Time-of-flight (ToF) 3-D cameras like the Microsoft Kinect, are prevalent in computer vision
and computer graphics. In such devices, the power of an integrated laser is amplitude modulated at megahertz
frequencies and demodulated using a specialized imaging sensor to obtain subcentimeter range precision.
To use a similar architecture and obtain micrometer range precision, this paper incorporates beat notes. To
bring telecommunications ideas to correlation ToF imaging, we study a form of ‘‘cascaded Time of Flight’’
which uses a hertz-scale intermediate frequency to encode high-frequency pathlength information. We show
synthetically and experimentally that a bulk implementation of opto-electronic mixers offers: 1) robustness
to environmental vibrations; 2) programmability; and 3) stability in frequency tones. A fiberoptic prototype
is constructed, which demonstrates 3-µm range precision over a range of 2 m. A key contribution of this
paper is to study and evaluate the proposed architecture for use in machine vision.
INDEX TERMS Machine vision, computer graphics, imaging.

I. INTRODUCTION

Time of flight (ToF) imagers are a popular method of obtaining meter-scale depth images of a scene. Their acceptance
in machine vision stems from a few unique advantages; for
example, the ability to obtain depth from scenes with a variety
of textures and materials or the capability to sense depth in a
monocular fashion.
Centric to all ToF imagers is the relation
Distance = Velocity × ToF.

(1)
108

Since the velocity of light is known (c = 3 ×
meters
per second), a measurement of the ToF would allow distance
estimation from Equation 1. Unfortunately, measuring the
ToF with the required degree of precision is a challenging
task. For a more complete picture, the reader is referred to
review articles on time of flight imaging [1]–[3].
The core culprit—one that makes ToF imager design
difficult—is the speed of light. Consider that in one billionth
of a second, a photon travels a distance of one imperial foot.
An imaging system with a temporal precision of a nanosecond would therefore have a depth precision of an imperial
foot—unacceptable for computer vision and graphics applications. To obtain centimeter and sub-cm resolution, ToF
imagers need to push the frontiers of sensing, to operate at
speeds faster than a billionth of a second.
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In this paper, we focus our study on correlation ToF
imagers, a robust method to estimate the time of flight
used in many robotic and automotive applications [3], [4].
A correlation ToF imager illuminates the scene with a
strobed light source that modulates its intensity in a highfrequency, sinusoidal pattern. When light reflects back to
the camera a phase shift is observed in the received intensity signal. This phase shift is directly proportional to both
the distance traveled and the chosen frequency of strobed
illumination.
Higher frequencies are known to improve the depth resolution of correlation ToF. As such, there has been a continued quest by hardware engineers to build high-frequency
correlation ToF imagers. Figure 1 illustrates a timeline of
a few, selected commodity ToF imagers. At the time of
this writing, the commodity ToF imager with the highest
achievable frequency is the Microsoft Kinect which operates
at 120 MHz [5]. Unfortunately, silicon advances in image
sensors are not likely to result in the ability to detect GHz frequencies anytime soon (henceforth, the ‘‘GHz gap’’). Therefore, our aim in this paper is to incorporate heterodyning into
the correlation ToF pipeline, to achieve high depth resolution.
We are concerned with very low heterodyne frequencies, on
the order of a few Hertz, to motivate future work where a
video framerate sensor could be used for measurements.
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to empirically study the tolerance of the cascaded method
to vibrations, frequency stability, and tunability in the beat
note. The experimental results demonstrate 10 micron range
precision from a Hertz-level beat note. We believe this shows
the promise of using a video-framerate detector to collect
time of flight measurements in harsh 3D vision conditions.
Finally, we formulate computer graphics path-traced renderings to show the implications of scaling this technique to
full-field 3D. Our contributions, when taken together, suggest
promise in using beating for correlation ToF imaging.
II. RELATED WORK

FIGURE 1. The GHz gap in correlation Time of Flight imaging. The
modulation frequencies of correlation ToF imagers have steadily
increased over the past decade. The Microsoft Kinect at 120 MHz has the
highest modulation frequency among commodity devices. This paper
extends the scope of modulated ToF imaging to the realm of GigaHertz
frequencies (green region).

In recent years, the optics community has presented many
solutions for compressing high-frequency range information
into low-frequency, detectable signals using beat frequencies.
A closely related method is ‘‘superheterodyne interferometry’’, where multiple laser sources are used to create synthetic wavelengths. The technique dates back to a seminal
paper by Dandliker et al. [6], and continues to attract interest
in follow-up work [7], [8]. Most recently, superheterodyne
interferometry has been extended to 1550nm wavelengths in
an interesting fiberoptic approach by Li et al. [9]. Despite
the promise of superheterodyne interferometry, there are a
few limitations which limit its use as a commodity system.
Specific limitations with superheterodyne implementations
include:
(A) Vibrations affecting bulk optical paths;
(B) Frequency drift between multiple lasers; and
(C) Partial tunability in synthetic wavelength.
In this paper, we show that a bulk fiberoptic setup of cascaded
modulation can be used to achieve similar results to the the
2017 paper by Li et al. [9], but with improved performance
in context of (A-C).
A. SCOPE AND CONTRIBUTIONS

Heterodyning is an elementary principle in a range of communities (radar, telecom., optics, etc). Our primary contribution is to study the heterodyne principle in the novel context
of correlation ToF imagers (e.g. as used in computer vision).
We first devise a cascaded modulation scheme that uses
correlation sampling to parallel the sensing architecture of the
Microsoft Kinect. Subsequently, we generalize the approach
to a cascade of K elements, to enable frequency boosting
and study the behavior from the Jacobi-Anger approximation.
In describing this architecture, we find that the limitations of
contrasting techniques (e.g., bullets A-C above) can be overcome with a bulk fiberoptic setup. We then build this setup
2

An inspiration for writing this paper stems from research in
computational imaging that describes the benefits of having higher ToF modulation frequencies. In 2001, Lange and
Seitz [10] devised an error bound on the variance of range
estimation based upon the modulation frequency (and other
factors). Since, then various authors have used a sweep of
multiple modulation frequencies to address multipath interference [11]–[16]. In particular, Kadambi et al. [16] derive a
theoretical bound showing that multipath separation is easier
at high frequency bandwidths. In earlier work, Gupta et al.
uses not a sweep, but a single, high frequency of modulation to demonstrate that global illumination vanishes at
high frequencies [17]. A frequency analysis of time of flight
imaging is also applicable to unconventional applications.
Heide et al. [18] and Lin et al. [19] use a dense assortment
of frequencies to recover transient images of a scene at
lower cost than existing solutions (e.g. streak imaging [20]).
Building upon work from [21], [22], and Kadambi et al.
theoretically analyze the impact of modulation frequency on
spatial recovery of scenes around a corner, concluding that
higher frequencies are important to see around corners [23].
All of the above approaches were conducted in the context
of homodyne imaging (where the light and camera modulate
and demodulate at the same frequency). Recent work has analyzed ToF imaging in the context of heterodyne approaches,
to various ends [24]–[27].
A variety of methods exist for high-frequency ToF imaging
(above MHz frequencies), such as chirped modulation, direct
detection, and heterodyning with an optical local oscillator [28], [29]. These methods are not designed to obtain
micron resolution using a Hertz-level beat note. For example,
optical interferometry analyzes the phase shift between light
wavefronts and can therefore be seen as a THz frequency
ToF imager, allowing nanometer scale pathlength resolution
[30], [31]. While the pathlength resolution is phenomenal,
interferometry is limited in it’s practicality: (1) the frequency of light is so high that environmental disturbances
can cause nuisance phase shifts; and (2) the measurement
signal diminishes in the presence of vibrations. Two incoherent approaches for high-frequency imaging are SPAD and
streak cameras—both have been used in computer vision and
graphics (cf. streak techniques in [20], [21], [32], and [33]
and SPAD techniques in [34]–[37]). However, both methods
require sophisticated optical equipment and the pathlength
VOLUME 5, 2017
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resolution for both devices is the order of a millimeter.
The cascaded method described in this paper demonstrates
micrometer range precision.

B. THE FREQUENCY BANDWIDTH OF ToF CAMERAS

Increasing the frequency of correlation ToF camera frequencies from MHz to GHz offers benefits, but also poses some
new challenges for machine vision applications.

III. CORRELATION TIME OF FLIGHT IMAGING

A description of the basic principles of correlation ToF imaging is provided in Section III-A, and the impact of modulation
frequency is discussed in Section III-B.
A. PRINCIPLE OF RANGE ESTIMATION

Correlation ToF is an active imaging system. A light source,
like an LED or laser, strobes in a sinusoidal pattern, such that
the optical power is written as
p(t) = α cos(t) + βi ,

(2)

where p(t) is the time-varying optical power, α is the modulation amplitude and βi is the DC component of modulation,
where βi ≥ α (since light cannot have negative power).
The camera receives a time-delayed version of the outgoing
power, written as
p(t − τ ) = Ŵα cos(t − |{z}
τ ) + βo

(3)

r(t) = cos(t),

(4)

ϕ

where τ is the time of flight, Ŵ ∈ [0, 1] is the attenuation in
the reflected amplitude and βo is the DC component which
now includes ambient light (hence, βo ≥ βi ). Since τ is on
the order of nanoseconds, only a large value of  will cause
an appreciable phase shift (in current systems,  ≈ 108 Hz).
A correlation ToF camera estimates ϕ through correlation
of the received signal with a reference signal. Define the
reference signal as

noting that the reference signal can have negative values.
Without loss of generality set Ŵ = 1, and assume a quantum
efficiency of unity to write the correlation as
Z
1 T /2
p(t − τ )r(t + m)dt
c(m) = lim ′
T →∞ T
T /2
α
= cos(m + τ ).
(5)
2
Since distance is the product of velocity and time (cf Equation 1), one can relate the time of flight to the depth as
zToF
,
(6)
τ=
c
where c is the speed of light. Estimation of the depth follows
from the well-known 4-bucket trick, such that
!
π
)
−
c(
)
c( 3π
c
2
2
zd
arctan
.
(7)
ToF =

c(0) − c(π )

Equations 2 through 7 summarize the general operation of
many correlation ToF systems, sufficient for the context
of this paper. However, for details on specific correlation
ToF architectures, the reader is referred to review article by
Masia [1] and Bhandari and Raskar [3].
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1) HIGH-FREQUENCIES THEORETICALLY IMPROVE
RANGE PRECISION

Increased range precision is perhaps the key motivation to
use high frequencies for ToF imaging. It is clear from the
form of Equation 3 that increasing the modulation frequency
of phase ToF cameras offers greater depth precision. Using
propagation of errors, Satat et al. [10] have derived the range
accuracy 1L as proportionate to
c
(8)
1L ∝ .

Let us define a quantity known as the ‘‘1 degree path’’, representing the change in pathlength required to cause a phase
shift of 1◦ in the measured signal. Expressed symbolically,
cπ
,
(9)
z1◦ =
180
where z1◦ is the ‘‘1 degree path’’. As illustrated in Table 1,
the 1 degree path is much smaller at high-frequencies.
A measurement scheme that can measure 1 degree phase
shifts, would be able to obtain target range with a precision
of 83.3 microns at a frequency of 10 GHz, but at 30 MHz,
the range precision is only 27.8 millimeters. Figure 2 plots
the pathlength change wrt. phase change at a variety of frequencies. In the context of this graph, z1◦ is the horizontal
coordinate of the intersection of the dashed line with the
sloped lines. To calculate depth precision, one would find
the minimum, detectable phase shift of their instrumentation
and find the curve intersection with the chosen modulation
frequency.
TABLE 1. The z1◦ path for various ToF imagers at different frequencies.

2) HIGH FREQUENCIES AID COMPUTATIONAL
IMAGING APPLICATIONS

Correlation time of flight imagers have been used in
computational imaging, realizing exotic applications like
seeing around corners [21], or separating multipath interference [13], [16], [17], [38]–[40]. Several of these papers
theoretically conclude that performance in these areas would
improve if high-frequency ToF imaging was experimentally
demonstrated. We highlight two recent papers that theoretically motivate the design of high-frequency imagers. First,
Kadambi et al. [17] derive a global frequency bandlimit,
which describes a minimum modulation frequency where
global illumination vanishes. For tabletop scenes in computer
3
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depths at a depth greater than
zambiguity =

2cπ
,
k − ∗ k

(11)

will experience ambiguities at both  and ∗ . It is true that
this method of mitigating phase wrapping is an extra step,
requiring measurements at an additional frequency. Nevertheless, the multiple frequency method is robust enough to find
use in real-time consumer devices (e.g. the Microsoft Kinect).
We must mention that the phase unwrapping methods may
need to be modified to scale to GHz frequencies. The pioneering work of Gupta et al. [17] would serve as a starting
point in this line of research.
FIGURE 2. Measured phase depends on both frequency and pathlength.
The shaded region of the plot indicates phase shifts less than 1 degree.
The horizontal coordinate of the intersection of each colored line with the
dashed line describes the pathlength change that causes a 1 degree
phase change (hereafter, z1◦ path).

vision and graphics, the global frequency bandlimit is on
the order of 600 MHz to 6 GHz, which is not achievable with commodity ToF imagers today. More recently,
Velten et al. [23] showed that the spatial resolution of
recovering occluded scenes (e.g. around corners) increases
with increasing camera modulation frequency. This paper
proposes the design of a high-frequency ToF camera that
could enhance such applications.
3) HIGH-FREQUENCIES CAUSE PHASE
WRAPPING ARTIFACTS

As the frequency increases, the imaging system is susceptible
to phase wrapping. Consider a concrete example where a
phase ToF camera is operating at frequency . Then, scene
objects at a pathlength greater than
zambiguity =

2cπ


4) WHEN IS THE FREQUENCY TOO HIGH?

Higher frequencies are not always desirable. Extremely high
frequencies, on the order of THz or above, make the time
of flight system hyper-sensitive to changes in pathlength.
Environmental factors such as air turbulence or vibrations
will induce a nuisance phase shift. Perhaps more importantly,
at these frequencies the technique encroaches on the territory
of optical interferometry (for which there are already existing
solutions). We therefore consider THz frequency ranging out
of scope for this paper.
5) WHAT LIMITS HIGH FREQUENCY ToF IMAGING?

The photosensor limits the highest frequency that existing
correlation ToF imagers can operate at. It turns out that
there is substantial headroom on the illumination side, as it
is routine in optics and telecommunications applications to
modulate laser light at frequencies upwards of 40 GHz. We
exploit the frequency headroom in illumination, to send fast
laser strobes to a target, which can be heterodyned down to a
beat note within the photosensor bandwidth.
IV. SINGLE CASCADE

(10)

will experience phase wrapping. However, it is possible to,
separately, acquire data at a ‘‘nearby’’ frequency ∗ , defined
such that |∗ − |≪  and |∗ − |≪ ∗ . Now, only scene

First we study a limiting case of cascaded ToF, where one
modulator is placed in series with another demodulator.
As shown in Figure 3, the field from a continuous-wave
laser propagates through a Mach-Zehnder interferometer
(denoted as MZ1 ) with a crystal in one arm (hereafter,

FIGURE 3. The optical schematic for a simplified image cascade. Light is emitted from a laser, and passes through Mach-Zehnder modulator MZ1 ,
z
away from the imager.
which encodes a modulation signal on the laser light in the context of frequency 1 . Light reaches a target at a range of ToF
2
The reflected field is passed through another Mach-Zehnder modulator MZ2 with frequency context of 2 . Since 1 6 = 2 a low-frequency beat note
at 1 = 1 − 2 is observed at the photodetector.
4
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a ‘‘Mach-Zehnder modulator’’). The potential difference
across the crystal oscillates sinusoidally at a frequency of 1 .
This field is emitted at a range target. Before impinging upon
the photodetector, the reflected light passes through another
Mach-Zehnder modulator (denoted as MZ2 ), where now 2
denotes the voltage oscillation.
The forward model for this process can be shown to generate an (approximate) beat note, subject to approximation
error(cf Appendix C). First, let us write a monochromatic
plane wave as E(t, z) = E0 ej(ωt−kz) , where z is the direction
of propagation, E0 is the amplitude of the field, ω is the
angular frequency of optical radiation and k = ωc is the
wavenumber. To simplify notation, assume that z changes
only as a result of path travel to the object. The electric
field emitted toward the target has passed through the first
Mach-Zehnder interferometer, such that
z

Eemit (t, z) = E0 (ej(ωt−kz) ej(n0 +η cos(1 t−1 c )) + ej(ωt−kz) ),
(12)
where Eemit (t, z) denotes the field as emitted toward the
target, n0 denotes the index of refraction at zero voltage and η
a constant of sensitivity of the crystal to voltage oscillations.
In the context of time of flight range imaging, one is interested in three parameter values for z in Equation 12. These
represent the

Field emitted from imager Eemit t, z = zimager

zToF 
Field incident on target Eemit t, z = zimager +
2
Field returning to imager Ereflected t, z = zimager , (13)
where, as shown on Figure 3, zimager denotes the axial location
of the emitted light and zToF represents the total pathlength
traveled from the transmitter to receiver. The field that returns
to the imager can be understood in context of the emitted field
as

(14)
Ereflected t, z = zimager = Eemit (t, z = zToF ) ,
and expanded as

zToF

c )
Ereflected t, z = zimager = E0 |ej(ωt−ω
{z }

optical term

× (ejn0 e|jη cos(t−
{z

zToF
c ))

modulation term

} +1),

(15)

The desired quantity from Equation 15 is the pathlength, zToF ,
which is encoded in the optical and modulation terms. The
optical term is a sinusoid whose phase encodes the depth.
Unfortunately, for macroscopic ranging, the phase term lacks
meaning because the term is scaled by ω ≈ 1015 Hz. Even air
vibrations will cause an appreciable phase shift. Henceforth,
we will not consider extracting zToF from the optical term. The
goal is to recover zToF from the modulation term where zToF
is scaled by  ≈ 109 Hz.  is an electronically controlled
parameter that can be tuned using signal generation to sweep
a range from DC to GHz.
VOLUME 5, 2017

The modulation term is non-sinusoidal (i.e. can be seen as
a summation of Bessel functions) with GHz frequency harmonics, too fast for many photosensors. Therefore, this field
is passed through a separate Mach-Zehnder to demodulate
the signal, shown in Figure 3 as MZ2 ). The demodulation
Mach-Zehnder (MZ2 ) follows the same structure as the
modulation Mach-Zehnder (MZ1 ), with one exception: the
voltage signal is modulated at a frequency of  + 1. The
electric field at the output of MZ2 then takes the form of

zToF
zToF 
demod
Emeasurement
= E0 ej(ωt−ω c ) ej cos(t− c )) + 1


(16)
× 1 + ej(cos((+1)t))

demod
Now, the field Emeasurement
is measured by the photodetector
and approximated as:

zToF
I (t) ≈ 0.88E02 cos(−1t − 
).
| {zc }

(17)

ϕ

The phase is estimated by correlating the low-frequency beat
tone with a known reference. As is standard in correlation ToF
imaging, let r(t) = cos(1t) denote the reference signal.
The correlation is therefore
Z ′
1 T /2
I (t)r(t + τ )dt
c(τ ) = lim
T ′ →∞ T ′ −T ′ /2
zToF
≈ 0.44E02 cos(1t + 
)
(18)
c
The pathlength can now be estimated by using the relation
!
π
c( 3π
c
2 ) − c( 2 )
zd
arctan
,
(19)
ToF =

c(0) − c(π )
or any one of alternate approaches to extracting phase from
correlation [3]. Intermediate derivations and error analysis of
this process can be found in the appendix section of this paper.
V. MULTI CASCADE

The previous section described the limiting case where two
modulators are used to obtain target range at GHz frequencies. However, there is a limit to the frequency of modulation
to which an individual modulator can modulate the light.
This is due to a limit on the frequency of voltage oscillations
applied to the crystal. In practice this limit is based on the
stability and quality of the crystal, but the highest performing
LiNbO3 crystals support 100 GHz modulation on the upper
end. Denote crystal as the maximum frequency with which
the crystal can oscillate at.
We aim to generalize the imaging architecture from
Section IV, to the case of any number of Mach-Zehnder
modulators. To illuminate the scene with a frequency higher
than crystal , we now exploit the high-frequency beat note.
Figure 4 illustrates the approach of stacked modulators.
(k)
Denote MZ1 as the k-th Mach-Zehnder prior to light
illumination. The highest-frequency beat note is of primary
5
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A. ENVIRONMENTAL VIBRATIONS

FIGURE 4. Generalizing Figure 3 to a multi-element cascade. Using
2K modulation elements enables frequency boosting and closer
adherence to the sinusoidal approximation.

interest in the stacked configuration, which has a frequency
of
max
1

=

K
X

(k)

(20)

1 ,

k=1

where max
represents the maximum modulation frequency
1
of illumination emitted at the target. A similar approach of
stacking Mach-Zehnder interferometers is used to demodulate the received signal, such that
max
=
2

K
X

(k)

(21)

2 .

k=1

Since max
> crystal , it is possible to achieve even higher
1
frequency modulation. When using such a cascade it is important to select the correct beat note. Only the highest-frequency
beat note is shown in the summation equation in Figure 4;
however, multiple combinations of beat notes are emitted at
the target. Consider the case of K = 3 modulators used to
illuminate the scene. The beat tones are

 (1)
(2)
(3)


1 + 1 + 1 


 (1)
(3) 
(2)
1 + 1 − 1
stacked
(22)
1
→
(1)
(2)
(3) ,

1 − 1 + 1 




 (1)
(2)
(3) 
1 − 1 − 1
(1)

(2)

(3)

where the highest frequency, 1 + 1 + 1 , would
be of primary interest. To recover the highest frequency,
the appropriate demodulation frequencies and narrowband
detection are necessary to sense only the low-frequency
beat note corresponding to the illumination frequency of
interest.
VI. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

We compare the cascaded approach with existing alternatives
in practical ranging scenarios.
6

Cascaded ToF is robust to vibrations because each pair of
interferometric paths in the circuit are perturbed equally by
a vibration (a form of common-mode rejection). In comparison, classical interferometry can be affected by vibrations that
perturb interferometric paths differently.
In its original formulation in [6], superheterodyne interferometry was theorized to be more robust to vibrations
than conventional interferometry. However, this is difficult
to achieve in practice. For instance, a recent approach by
Li et al. [9] demonstrated considerable experimental skill in
transitioning superheterodyne interferometry to bulk fiberoptics, but as a bulk optical setup, is sensitive to environmental vibrations. Although this limitation is not fundamental;
vibrations could be mitigated through engineering (e.g. by
using polarization maintaining fiberoptics or through silicon implementation); cascaded modulation elements avoid
this problem. A physical experiment demonstrating vibration tolerance can be found in the ‘‘Results’’ section of this
paper.

B. BEAT FREQUENCY: DRIFT AND TUNING

Optical methods for heterodyne detection rely on using
two lasers at a different optical frequency. The interference
between these lasers exhibits a beat note at the difference in
optical frequency. Unfortunately, it is difficult to maintain the
frequency of the beat note. For example, suppose the optical
frequency of a laser varies by one part in one million; at
a wavelength of 1550nm, the frequency variation is around
2 MHz. Moreover, the frequency range of even tunable laser
diodes optical radiation is limited.
In cascaded ToF, the beat note is generated through electronic modulation. The Mach-Zehnder modulator is a robust
silicon photonic device that has been constructed for telecommunications applications. As such, the beat note does not
drift in frequency using the cascaded approach. In fact, since
the precision in the beat signal is less than 1 Hz, a stable
beat frequency difference of less than 30 Hz can be imposed
between the two modulators (motivating the application of
using a video camera to obtain ToF measurements). A physical experiment demonstrating precision in the beat note can
be found in the ‘‘Results’’ section of this paper.

C. NANOMETER RANGE PRECISION

Cascaded ToF addresses the GHz gap, but is not the preferred
method for achieving THz frequencies, and correspondingly,
nanometer range precision. While, in theory, cascaded ToF
could stack many GHz modulators in sequence, both interferometry and superheterodyne interferometry offer a more
elegant (and practical) solution toward achieving nanometer
range precision.
In current experimental form, our physical experiments
demonstrate range precision on the order of a micron (see the
‘‘Results’’ section).
VOLUME 5, 2017
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D. LOW-COHERENCE AND LONG RANGING

Interferometry requires coherent light. The coherence length
must be greater than the path difference between the arms.
While this condition holds in microscopic interferometry, it is
not the case for macroscopic interferometry, where objects
may be many meters away. In superheterodyne interferometry, a long coherence laser source must be used. In comparison, cascaded ToF does not have strict requirements on the
coherence as the object is present outside an interferometric
path. Hence, the range of far away objects can be obtained
as long as the laser coherence is longer than the microscopic
path differences in the Mach-Zehnder modulators.
VII. RESULTS

To evaluate the cascaded method of high-resolution ranging,
we conducted synthetic and physical experiments.
A. SYNTHETIC RESULTS

A computer graphics approach was used to mimic experimental hardware. 3D models are used as ground truth. To conduct
accurate forward measurements we use the method of path
tracing from computer graphics, allowing both direct and
global illumination to be simulated accurately. We simulate
read and shot noise in accordance with the simulations from
prior work in the computer graphics and computer vision
communities [16], [17].

FIGURE 5. Comparing the cascaded GHz approach with Kinect-style
approaches (simulated result). (a) The scene is a Yale key with sub-mm
topographic features. (b) The simulated output from a 30 MHz ToF imager
(e.g. Mesa Swissranger). (c) Simulated output from a 120 MHz ToF imager
(e.g. Microsoft Kinect). (d) Simulated output from beat note ToF, where
the modulation block is modulated at 1 = 1 GHz. (e) Simulated output
from beat note ToF, where the modulation block is modulated at
1 = 10 GHz. (top row) A cross-section plot of the recovered depth maps
for ground truth, 10 GHz (beat note ToF), 1 GHz (beat note ToF) and
120 MHz (Kinect simulation).

1) SYNTHETIC DEPTH RECOVERY

Figure 5 illustrates a qualitative comparison of scanning a
small, detailed object. The rendered, ground truth shape is
a key approximately a centimeter in width and consisting
of sub-mm features like the grooves. Reconstructed shapes
using cascaded ToF at various frequencies are illustrated in
Figure 5a-e. At a frequency of 10 GHz, the 3D surface of the
key is reproduced faithfully. The reconstructions diminish in
quality as the frequency is reduced. The plot in Figure 5 shows
a horizontal slice through the recovered depth map. The plot
shows that the grooves in the key are captured accurately
by the 10 GHz waveform, but lower frequencies exhibit
substantial noise. While it would be possible to smooth the
low-frequency information from Kinect-like data, such an
approach would also smooth out fine detail [41].

3) A MACHINE VISION COMPARISON WITH THE KINECT

2) SYNTHETIC RESOLUTION CHART

B. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To quantitatively address resolution we render a 3D resolution
chart in Figure 6a. The chart consists of multiple raised
elements at different heights from a background with features
ranging in size from 50 microns to approximately 1 centimeter. As shown in Figures 6b and 6c, there is a qualitative
difference in scans of the object at 500 MHz and at 10 GHz.
A quantitative plot shows that the log of percent error in depth
reconstruction varies as a function of feature size and frequency. As expected, smaller features and lower frequencies
lead to greater errors.

To evaluate performance in machine vision conditions, a bulk
fiberoptic setup is constructed (shown in Figure 8). The setup
mimics the single cascade and uses a micrometer delay stage
to precisely measure pathlength changes. Unless otherwise
mentioned, the frequencies supplied to the two modulators
are 3 GHz and 3 GHz + 10 Hz, creating a 10 Hz beat note.
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Thus far, the scenes considered have been microscopic and
highly detailed, where higher-frequencies have a compelling
advantage. The aim of this paper is to transition telecommunication ideas to the realm of vision and graphics. In these
communities, scans of human faces are of continued interest. Figure 7 shows a rendered scene of Albert Einstein,
scaled to proper human proportions (3D model credit: Lloyd
Chidgzey). The model consists of both the large-scale contour
of the head, but also includes fine-detail like facial wrinkles,
hair and clothing folds. Since the scene is large, the cascaded
approach at 500 MHz and 1 GHz are sufficient to obtain
detailed scans (Figures 7a, 7b), while a Kinect-like camera
exhibits noise in the regions of detail (Figure 7c).

1) CHARACTERIZING RANGE PRECISION

To measure range precision, 200 phase samples were
extracted from the measurement device. These samples were
7
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FIGURE 8. A micrometer resolution stage was used to evaluate the
technique. The fiberoptic circuit is shown in the figure. Purple lines
denote fiberoptic cable paths, and black lines denote electronic paths.
The micrometer delay line is 5 centimeters long and has an adjustment
screw to vary the distance between the transmit and receive fiber
collimators. The upper-right inset shows the bulk optical setup.

FIGURE 6. Path traced rendering of a resolution chart (simulated result)
(a) A depth resolution chart consisting of raised surfaces at different
heights from the background. (b) The recovered resolution chart at 1 GHz
has some noise and smoothing while (c) the recovered chart at 10 GHz is
a more faithful reproduction. The error for different levels of detail is
plotted in (d), for three different modulation frequencies.

FIGURE 7. A GHz ToF imager achieves detailed human scans (simulated
result). A bust of Albert Einstein scaled to human proportions is scanned
using the cascaded approach at (a) 1 GHz and (b) 500 MHz. A Kinect
simulating engine was used to scan the bust again at (c) 120 MHz.

then converted to a range measurement using the relation:
c
zd
ϕ,
(23)
ToF =

where ϕ is the phase reading from the electronics. As shown
in Figure 9, over a thirty second measurement window, the
range precision is under 3 microns. Over a longer acquisition
8

of 10 minutes, the range precision is under 14 microns. Both
figures are more precise than what correlation ToF imagers
enable today.
2) CHARACTERIZING PERFORMANCE FOR MACHINE VISION

Machine vision applications are characterized by reflective loss, vibrations, and the use of low-framerate sensors.
Performance for these three cases are illustrated in Figure 10.
A variable optical attenuation filter was used to mimic losses
in transmit power. As shown in the curve, the range precision
is unaffected at up to 30 dB of power loss. The attenuation
filter serves as a proxy for targets with low reflectivity or at
long ranges.
The vibration test in Figure 10 was conducted by using
a vibrating speaker to induce vibrations asymmetrically to
the delay stage. A calibrated vibration probe was used to
measure the vibrations. The induced vibrations were in the
range of class A to class C vibrations, according to the
ISO 2372 standard (class A vibrations are ‘‘minor’’ while
class C vibrations are the ‘‘maximum tolerable’’). The experimental results show that the range precision is not affected
by the vibration velocity.
The beat note test in Figure 10 suggests that video framerate photodetectors could be used to conduct time of flight
measurements. With the modulation scheme at 3 GHz, performance was tested over a range of beat notes from 1 Hz
to 10 KHz. It is expected and confirmed through experimentation that higher frequencies (and shorter periods) show
improved range precision. At 1 Hertz, the required frequency
stability is about 1 part in 1 billion, so the range precision is around 100 microns. Interestingly, the knee of the
curve is around 10 Hz, where the range precision is around
VOLUME 5, 2017
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FIGURE 9. The prototype demonstrates a range precision of 2.8 microns (experimental result). (left) The standard deviation in range estimation
at 3 GHz. (middle) Due to a non-random drift in the electronics, the range precision is 13.9 microns over a ten minute sampling window, which has
implications when (right) scanning a planar surface.

FIGURE 10. Characterizing range precision in challenging conditions. (left) Optical filters are placed in the path of the transmitted laser radiation. The
range precision remains stable until the optical power is reduced by about 45 dB. The expected free space coupling loss is 30 dB. (middle) The range
precision does not change with increasing vibrations. The vibration measurements are in context of the ISO 2372 standard. (right) The beat note is
reduced to 1 Hertz for a base frequency of 3 GHz.

10 microns. Camera sensors which exceed the Nyquist frequency of 20 Hz are widely available.
3) LINEARITY IN PHASE AND FREQUENCY

For a given pathlength change, the measured phase shift is
linearly scaled by the frequency. Figure 11 illustrates results

from an experiment where the micrometer delay stage is
varied at 250 micron increments. Over a travel range of
3250 microns (or 3.25 mm), the change in phase at a base
frequency of 30 MHz is negligible. In comparison, the change
in phase at 7 GHz is nearly 30 degrees. The experimental
phase shift observed between 3 GHz, 5 GHz, and 7 GHz
frequencies are consistent with the expected result.
VIII. DISCUSSION

FIGURE 11. Evaluating linearity in the phase-frequency relationship
(experimental result). This figure is an experimental evaluation of the
synthetic example shown in Figure 2.
VOLUME 5, 2017

The experiments and simulations introduced in our paper
suggest that a cascaded method could boost the frequency
bandwidth of existing time of flight imagers. The cascaded
method allows a single laser to be used with tunable frequency selection. However, there remains work to transition
the fundamental ideas to a full-scale implementation that
realizes the benefits of high-frequency time of flight imaging.
Our current experiments have reinforced the conspicuous
link between GHz time of flight imaging and precise 3D
sensing. However, we believe this is only one of the possible
applications. Let us dive deeper into the potential application
of imaging hidden objects around corners using correlation
ToF imagers. Kadambi et al. [23] derived an analytical form
9
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for the spatial resolution to which an image of a non-lineof-sight scene (e.g. around corners) could be recovered. The
provided bound is written as
Seeing around corner resolution ≈

2π cC1
, (24)
2π + C1 C2 

where C1 and C2 represent constants for the reflectance and
size of the visible scene. Hence, for the same scene, a 30 MHz
ToF imager (as used by Kadambi et al. [23]) will spatially
resolve the occluded scene to 1 meter (a very blurry image),
while a 100 GHz imager would resolve the same scene to one
centimeter resolution. There are many other computational
imaging applications where high-frequency ToF imaging is
important [16], [17], [42].
The experimental results in this paper are in context of a
single-pixel ToF imagers. The single-pixel approach is useful
and at times even preferable to full-field imagers (e.g. selfdriving cars use point LIDAR in part to mitigate optical
scattering). However, there are certainly many machine vision
applications that demand wide-field imaging. We are currently exploring how the ideas described in this paper could
be transitioned to wide-field. This is a non-trivial extension.
Wide-field, modulating elements often have a low frequency
bandwidth as compared to single pixel fiberoptic equipment.
However, this is precisely where a cascaded approach might
be most useful. We could imagine either an optical implementation of Figure 3 or a cascaded stack of microchannel
plates as a way to obtain high-frequency range information
from a videocamera. It is important to note that the cascaded approach should generalize to a number of modulating
elements. These include micro-channel plates, polarization
modulation, Pockel’s cells, and LCD panels, to name a few.
IX. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have achieved micron-scale depth resolution by connecting correlation ToF imaging with a cascaded scheme of heterodyning. The primary experimental
conclusions are: (1) depth sensing at 3 micrometer resolution;
(2) at Hertz-level framerates; and (3) robustness to extreme
vibrations. The current results appear poised to generalize
to the field of computer vision and graphics, where highquality 3D scans must be obtained in uncontrolled environments. We believe that the our study has laid a foundation
for future work in computational imaging where cascaded
modulating elements are incorporated into the correlation
ToF architecture.
APPENDIX A
DERIVATION OF DEMODULATED FIELD

The simplification to obtain the electric field impinging on
the detector is provided here. Write the field returning to the
imager as

Ereflected t, z = zimager
= E0 ej(ωt−ω
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2d
c )

(ejn0 ejη cos(t−

2d
c ))

+ 1).

(25)

This field passes through the demodulating Mach-Zehnder
interferometer, denoted as MZ2 in Figure 3. The applied
voltage field in the demodulation Mach-Zehnder is in the
same form as the modulation Mach-Zehnder, taking the form
of
z
(26)
V demod (t, z) = cos(demod t −  ).
c
In principle, the coordinate for z at the imager has been fixed
to zero throughout this paper. Hence, the applied voltage field
is parametric only in time, such that
V demod (t) = cos(demod t).

(27)

The frequency of demodulation can be expressed as
demod =  + 1,

(28)

where 1 is, in practice, ranges from 100 to 103 Hz, within
the measurement capabilities of available videocameras.
Subsequent derivations for MZ2 parallel those of MZ1 .
First, the incident radiation is split into upper and lower fields,
taking the form of
demod
Eupper
= E0 ej(ωt−ω

2d
c )

(ejn0 ejη cos(t−

2d
c ))

+ 1)ejn0

2d
c ))

+ 1)

× ej(η cos((+1)t))
demod
Elower

= E0 ej(ωt−ω

2d
c )

(ejn0 ejη cos(t−

(29)

The demodulated field then impinges on a photodetector.
Refer to this field as the measurement field, written as
demod
Emeasurement
= E0 ej(ωt−ω

2d
c )

(ejn0 ejη cos(t−

jn0 j(η cos((+1)t))

×e e

2d
c ))

+ 1)

j(ωt−ω 2d
c )

+ E0 e

jn0 jη cos(t− 2d
c ))

+ 1)


jn0 jη cos(t− 2d
c )) + 1
e e
= E0 e


× 1 + ejn0 ej(η cos((+1)t))


2d
2d
= E0 ej(ωt−ω c ) ej cos(t− c )) + 1


(30)
× 1 + ej(cos((+1)t)) ,
× (e e

j(ωt−ω 2d
c )

where the equality is a simplification from setting the
constants η = 1 and n0 = 0.
APPENDIX B
DERIVATION OF IMAGE FORMATION MODEL

The photodetector measures the time averaged intensity,
expressed as
Z
1 T demod
E
Ē demod
dt,
(31)
I=
T 0 measurement measurement

where ¯· indicates the complex conjugate. The expression
from Equation 30 will be used to calculate intensity (hence
η = 1 and n0 = 0). To further compact notation, let us use
the following simplifications:
2d
)
c
B , cos(( + 1)t)
A , cos(t − 

(32)
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Now, it is possible to invoke the Jacobi-Anger expansion for
Bessel functions. Recall that the Jacobi-Anger formula is

Then the intensity can be derived as
Z
2d
1 T
I =
E0 ej(ωt−ω c ) (ejA + 1)(ejB + 1)
T 0
j(ωt−ω 2d
c )

=

=

=

=
=
=

(e−jA + 1)(ejB + 1)dt
× E0 e
Z T
1
2d
E02 cos2 (ωt − ω )(ejA + 1)(ejB + 1)
T 0
c
× (e−jA + 1)(e−jB + 1)dt
Z
1 T 2
2d
E cos2 (ωt − ω )(ejA e−jA + ejA + e−jA + 1)
T 0 0
c
jB −jB
−jB
jB
× (e e
+e
+ e + 1)dt
Z
1 T 2
2d
E0 cos2 (ωt − ω )(ejA + e−jA + 2)
T 0
c
× (e−jB + ejB + 2)dt
Z
1 T 2
2d
E0 cos2 (ωt −ω )(2 cos(A)+2)(2 cos(B)+2)dt
T 0
c
Z
2d
4 T 2
E0 cos2 (ωt − ω )(cos(A) + 1)(cos(B) + 1)dt
T 0
c
Z
4 T 2
2d
E cos2 (ωt − ω )
T 0 0
c
× (cos(A) cos(B) + cos(A) + cos(B) + 1)dt
(33)

Suppose that the integration time T is on the order of
milliseconds (e.g. like an ordinary camera). Then, the intensity takes the form of
Z
2d
4 2 T
cos2 (ωt − ω ) cos(A) cos(B)dt.
(34)
I (t) = E0
T
c
0
Backsubstitute for A and B to obtain
Z T
2d
4
cos2 (ωt − ω )
I (t) = E02
T
c
0
2d
× cos(cos(t −  )) cos(cos(( + 1)t)) dt,
{z
}
c } |
|
{z
Bessel functions due to MZ
2

Bessel functions due to MZ1

(35)

where the quantity within the underbrace represents a
quantity that could be written as a sum of Bessel functions.
Suppose a DC Bias corresponding to π/2 was added to the
voltage signal for each modulator (also known as the quadrature point). Then the intensity takes the form of
Z T
2d
4
cos2 (ωt − ω )
I (t) = E02
T
c
0
2d
π
× cos(cos(t − )+ ) cos(cos((+1)t) dt.
{z
}
c
2} |
|
{z
Bessel functions due to MZ2
=

Bessel functions due to MZ1
Z
2d
4 2 T
E
cos2 (ωt − ω )
T 0 0
c

2d
× sin(cos(t − )
c}
|
{z

Bessel functions due to MZ1
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sin(cos((+1)t) dt.
{z
}
|

Bessel functions due to MZ2

(36)

sin(cos(θ )) = −2

∞
X

(−1)n J2n−1 (1) cos((2n − 1)θ ),

(37)

n=1

where Jn indicates a Bessel function of the n-th kind. To
illustrate the main point, it will suffice to use the first-order
approximation of the Jacobi-Anger formula in subsequent
calculations, such that
sin(cos(θ )) ≈ 2J1 (1) cos(θ ),
≈ cos(θ ),

(38)

where the second approximation follows from 2J1 (1) = 0.88.
Using these approximations, the intensity can be written as
4
I (t) = E02
T

Z

T

2d
)
c
0
2d
× cos(t −  ) cos(( + 1)t)dt
c
cos2 (ωt − ω

(39)

By using the product-sum identity, it is possible to express the
intensity as
I (t)

Z
2d
2 2 T
E0
cos2 (ωt − ω )
T
c
0
h
2d
2d i
× cos((2 + 1)t −  ) + cos(−1t −  ) dt
c
c
Z
2 2h T
2d
2d
= E0
cos2 (ωt − ω ) cos((2 + 1)t −  )dt
T
c
c
0
Z T
i
2d
2d
+
cos2 (ωt − ω ) cos(−1t −  )dt .
(40)
c
c
0

=

Since, the integration time is much longer than the period of
cos((2 + 1)t), it follows that
2
I (t) = E02
T

Z

T

cos2 (ωt − ω

0

2d
2d
) cos(−1t −  )dt.
c
c
(41)

Let us now use the opposite logic to simplify further. The
period of cos(1t) can be on the order of a second, while T
is on the order of a millisecond, permitting the approximation
2d 2 2
) E
c T 0
2d
= E02 cos(−1t −  )
c

I (t) ≈ cos(−1t − 

Z

0

T

cos2 (ωt − ω

2d
)dt.
c
(42)

In summary, the image formation model takes the form of
a low-frequency beat tone with a phase resolution of GHz.
This allows commodity devices, such as video cameras, ToF
cameras, or lock-in amplifiers to detect the beat tone and
recover the phase.
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Here, the value of the n−th approximation is scaled by J2n−1 .
In particular, since the cascaded approach multiplies no fewer
than two Jacobi-Anger expansions, the integral contributing
to order n approximations is scaled by the square of J2n−1
(and a higher power for cascades of greater order K ). More
precisely, let κ denote the scaling constant of the expansions,
where
2
κn = J2n−1

(46)

The scaling factor for the first order expansion n = 1 is about
0.2, but drops drastically for n = 2, to a value of 4 × 10−4 .
Please refer to Figure 12 for details.
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FIGURE 12. The approximation error from higher-order Jacob-Anger
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X
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Z
2d
4 2 T
cos2 (ωt − ω )
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c
0
2d
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{z
}
c} |
|
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c
c
0
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∞
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∞
i
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